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Abstract 
As the urban community is revealing a suburbanization tendency along with the expanding of the Urban Rail Transit system, 
the traveling between the Urban Rail Transit station and the community is becoming a more and more crucial and abstruse 
issue for modern city traffic systems. One of the best ways to solve this problem is to deploy a service-based shuttle bus. In 
this paper, the characteristic of the transfer system between the Rail Transit train and the shuttle bus is analyzed. We build a 
mathematic model for this transfer system, setting rules for the operation of the shuttle bus. And afterwards, a case study is 
launched under this model. The result of the model proves  a fast and effective way to tackle with the traveling problem. 
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.  
Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Chinese Overseas Transportation Association (COTA). 
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1. Introduction 
The tendency of suburbanization in modern cities and the expansion of the Urban Rail Transit system are two 
dominant factors that leads to a new work-live pattern, that is living in suburban district enjoying the ecologic 
benefits while working and shopping in the downtown area. The traffic between the community and the 
workplace is taken by the Urban Rail Transit system. However, as most of the newly built community is located 
beyond the tolerance range of walking, it is a crucible for the residents to travel between their communities to the 
nearest Rail Transit station. The community shuttle bus is the best solution to this traffic problem, but how to 
schedule the shuttle bus in order to make the best use of its capacity and to synchronize with the Urban Rail 
Transit system are still a problem that need to be deliberately calculated. What is more, in this transfer system, the 
Rail Transit system is playing a leading role, the unbalance property of this system aggravates the difficulty in 
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generating the timetable. After analyzing the feature of the transfer system, we proposed a mathematic model for 
the transfer system in this paper, it proves to be an easy and reasonable way to handle with this problem. 
The framework of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a literature review about the transfer system 
is presented. The feature of the transfer system we face up with is analyzed in detail in Section 3. Based on the 
analysis above, the mathematic model for the system is shown in Section 4. The case study for this model is 
proposed in Section 5. Lastly, to make a conclusion and summarize the fields that needs further discussion. 
2. Literature Review 
The modern public traffic system is usually composing two main parts: the routine bus system and the Rail 
Transit system. The main task for the city public traffic system is to save the passengers  overall traveling time. 
When first launched, the synchronization among different lines in the routine bus system and the Rail Transit 
system is separately well calculated. And there are many researches on this topic(A,Ceder,2001; Chung 2008; 
Eranki 2004; Omar 2012). 
Usually, the two public traffic systems are controlled and operated by different organization, so the study of 
the transfer between the two systems has considerably practical significance in offering high quality public traffic 
service. This kind of study is usually from a macro level to research on the overall regional routine bus route, 
such as the study of (Lijing Song 2012). However, the transfer system is not studied in detail in the microcosmic 
level, that is, the tide phenomenon of the synchronization system, the need of the first and last shuttle bus to 
synchronization. 
 From the micro level, there are three main models for the transfer system, one model is to set minimum the 
overall traveling waiting time as the objective, this kind of study is seen in the research by Jansen and Nielsen 
(2002), Eranki (2004). To achieve this objective, the arrival time of very single passenger need to be calculated or 
evaluated, in this paper, we quote this kind of model and omit the personal difference, that is we assume that the 
passengers from the same vehicle arrives at the same time. The particularity of the shuttle bus and Urban Rail 
Transit system is added and shown in our model. 
 The second mathematic model is to evaluate the overall operation cost for the synchronization system, in this 
kind of model, the daily operation cost of the bus, the train and the travelers  waiting temporal value, travelling 
temporal value and other element are all calculated in the unit of money. The main defect of this model is that the 
time value of travelers may vary in different circumstance and there is no standard criterion to evaluate the whole 
system. 
 The third kind of mathematic model is to maximum the synchronization of the two public traffic systems, that 
is a 0-1 integer programming problem from the point of Operational Research. This kind of model is first 
mentioned in the study of Ceder and Tal (2001) and then quoted and developed by Omar and Yasmin (2012).  
3. The Characteristic of the transfer System 
   In this paper, our research is based on the transfer system between the shuttle bus and the Urban Rail Transit 
station. So, the characteristic of this transfer system should first be fully analyzed in order to offer high quality 
service to the passengers. The characteristic of this system can be summarized as follows.  
First, considering the characteristics of the passenger flow, the priority of this system s constituent part is 
changing with time. In the morning-peak hours, the passengers who take this transfer system are eager to catch 
the arriving train as soon as possible, their attention is focused on the synchronization of the Rail Transit system, 
however, in the night-peak hours, travelers would care more about the shuttle bus that would take them home, and 
the schedule of the last shuttle bus is also crucial. If the last shuttle bus left the Rail Transit station before the last 
train arrived, this transfer system would be considered as inefficient.  
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Second, in this transfer system, the main task for the shuttle bus is to satisfy the passengers transfer need, and 
the shuttle bus s own capacity is need to be considered. The daily operation of the shuttle bus should also obey 
some basic rules that the routine bus obeys, that is, the headway time for the shuttle bus should changes among a 
time window (w, W), the minimum value is set to prevent the following phenomenon from happening. The
maximum value is set to prevent the passengers from waiting too long. What s more, the threshold for departure 
one bus is that the shuttle bus is full-filled.  
4. The Transfer Model
Based on the characteristic analysis above, in this paper, we build a transfer system with no bus limits, that is,
we could launch as much shuttle bus as we need. The precondition here is: there are only two situations that the
shuttle bus could departure. On is that the shuttle bus is full-filled and the minimum headway time is satisfied,
this circumstance is often can be seen in the peak hours, in this condition, the shuttle bus capacity is enjoying a 
high utilization. The other is that the shuttle bus is not full-filled but the maximum headway time is satisfied, this
circumstance often lines in the off-peak hours, the capacity of the shuttle bus in this circumstance is partly 
wasted, the purpose for this operation is to prevent the onboard passengers from wasting too much time waiting.
As the passengers can adjust their departure time in the community, the generation of the shuttle bus from the
community is neglect. We concentrate our attention on the shuttle bus departure time from the Rail Transit 
stations.
In this transfer model, we define as the arrival time of the i-th train in the Rail Transit station, the
passenger flow taken by the i-th train is defined as , as the departure time of the j-th shuttle bus from the
station, the capacity for all the shuttle bus is same, expressed as , it would take the passenger minutes to
walk from the Rail Transit station to the shuttle bus station, when the j-th shuttle bus left the station, there would 
be some passengers left waiting for the next shuttle bus, the waiting passengers here is defined as , the 
minimum and maximum headway for the shuttle bus is expressed as w and W separately.
The model we build for this transfer system can be expressed as:
              (1)
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(2)
(3)
(4)
It is a dynamic programming problem with no aftereffect, the solution of this mathematic model could be
achieved via graphics processing. Here, we obtain our solution via compiling a program. We use the Rail Transit 
train arrival time as moving step in getting the service-based shuttle bus timetable. The implementation procedure 
of the program is shown in Figure 1.
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Fig 1. The process for program compiling of the service-based model
5. Case Study
In order to prove the transfer model we build, we choose a community and its nearest Rail Transit station that 
need to connect with using the transfer system in Shanghai. The station we choose is called TongheXincun from
Line 1 of the Shanghai Rail Transit. The time period for our research is part of the night-peak hours, from 16:00 
p.m. to 18:00 p.m.. The Rail Transit station is a normal two tracks (up track, down track) station . The first arrival 
time of the up track in this time period is 16:06 p.m., to the down track 16:02 p.m.. The passenger flow
information for every train is got from the Rail Transit station. The max capacity for each shuttle bus is the same,
48 seats. The details of the arrival time and the passenger flow for each arriving train is given in the table below
(Table 1).
Table 1 Arrival time and the passenger flow of the TongheXincun
Arrival time of the up
track train
Passenger flow the Up
train takes
Arrival time of the 
down track train
Passenger flow the 
down train takes
16:06
16:13
18
11
16:02
16:09
20
21
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16:20 
16:26 
16:33 
16:40 
16:46 
16:53 
17:00 
17:06 
17:13 
17:20 
17:27 
17:34 
17:40 
17:47 
17:53 
 
19 
11 
14 
17 
18 
21 
25 
31 
30 
28 
30 
44 
40 
55 
49 
16:16 
16:23 
16:29 
16:36 
16:43 
16:49 
16:56 
17:03 
17:09 
17:16 
17:23 
17:29 
17:33 
17:36 
17:43 
17:46 
17:50 
17:56 
24 
24 
19 
22 
31 
25 
34 
29 
40 
44 
51 
52 
55 
58 
52 
58 
61 
59 
 
The timetable of the shuttle bus we obtain from the model we build above is shown in the table below (Table 
2). 
Table 2. The timetable for the shuttle bus generated via the model above 
The timetable of the shuttle bus 
(unit: hh: mm) 
The headway of 
the shuttle bus (unit: min) 
The shuttle bus status when 
departure 
16:12 / Full-filled 
16:22 10 Obey Max Headway 
16:29 7 Full-filled 
16:39 10 Full-filled 
16:46 7 Full-filled 
16:52 6 Full-filled 
16:59 7 Full-filled 
17:06 7 Full-filled 
17:12 6 Full-filled 
17:19 7 Full-filled 
17:23 4 Full-filled 
17:30 7 Full-filled 
17:32 2 Full-filled 
17:36 4 Full-filled 
17:38 2 Obey Min Headway 
17:40 2 Obey Min Headway 
17:43 3 Full-filled 
17:46 3 Full-filled 
17:49 3 Full-filled 
17:51 2 Obey Min Headway 
17:53 2 Full-filled 
17:56 3 Full-filled 
17:58 2 Full-filled 
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The generation process of the shuttle bus which departures at 16:22 is a typical maximum headway restrict 
example. The detailed relationship of the time and the passenger flow is shown in Figure 2. As we can see, after 
the 16:12 shuttle bus departures, 11 passengers left at the bus station, the next shuttle bus would not full-filled 
until the 19 passengers from the 16:20 train arrives the bus station, but at that time, the 11 passengers left at the
station would wait for more than 10 min, in another word, the headway is 11 min, exceeding the 10 min restrict,
so, the next shuttle bus will departure at 16:22, instead of following the timeline conveyed in dotted line. The
inequality mentioned next to the departure line reveals the passengers amount on the shuttle bus. Only in this 
way, could high quality shuttle bus service be achieved.
3minwt wt wt
16 : 09
16 :12
16 :13 16 :16 16 : 20
11( )f
16 : 22 16 : 23
24 p11p 19 p
The time point
the shuttle bus
is full-filled
10 Min (11+11+24)
<48 p
Fig 2. The graphic revealing the generation of 16:22 obeying max headway
The generation of the departure time 17:38 is also analyses, it is a typical represent of the minimum restrict of 
the model. The detailed relationship of the time and the passenger flow is shown in Figure 3. The shuttle bus that 
departure at 17:36 left 16 passengers at the bus station, when the passengers from the 17:34 train arrives, the
passenger amount for running a new shuttle bus is satisfied, however, as the minimum headway restrict is not 
satisfied, the shuttle bus would not departure until 17:38.
3minwt wt
17 :33
17 :36
17 :34
16( )f
44p55p
17 :37 17 :38
12( )f
2 Min
(16+44)
>48 p
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Fig 3. The graphic revealing the generation of 16:38 obeying min headway  
6. Conclusions 
The model we build here provide to be an easy and efficient way in arranging the service-based shuttle bus 
timetable. The timetable we generate follows the passenger change of the Rail Transit, offering seamless 
connection from the Rail Transit station to the living community, it is proved to be a good way to solve the last 
one mile  traffic problem. There are some research factors that we don t pay attention to, such as the shuttle bus 
capacity restrict, the changing of the passenger flow in different scenario, the holiday and the weekend, the 
overall operational costs of the transfer system. 
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